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About This Game

Adventures of the Worm is a puzzle game in which you play as a worm. Your goal is to transport all apples into your home. You
will need to remove obstacles, create paths and avoid enemies.

Key features:
- 100 unique levels and over 3 hours of puzzles

- Gradually increasing difficulty
- Pixel graphics

- Relaxing music
- Level editor - create and play your own levels!
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Publisher:
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Worms 4 mayhem.7/10 баллов
. Great VN, kind of depressing though. Last ending makes it a little better though.. Looking at the other reviews tells me that
this game is very difficult to set up and play properly. I, however did not have this problem.

Whenever I have a bit of spare time, this game is just purfect to play. It is a fun and relaxing experience and I would deffinatly
recommend it to anybody!. I would not recomend the game since the graphics are really ♥♥♥♥♥♥ honestly and the constant
blur, which you can't tun off (Atleast I couldn't) is really annoying. Even tough since its a one man game its ok, but still not
worth it. It feels like a game that should just be free, but I guess the guy was just trying to make some money. The game is about
30-35 min and the story gets told to you so very quickly which means you won't have time to get to know your character.

3/10 - Not recommended, do not buy unless you really, really want to waste money.. How can I have my money back ?!
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Hello
I bought this game with the bundle and I am more than disapointed.
This game is simply not finished.
It is uglier than the previous episode. This game is good if you like to walk in a world of emptyness.

I recommend to watch the end on internet to understand that it is not worth playing. Easy, land the green cube on the platform.
Little challenged.

Playable.
. Good game !!. Fantastic flight simulator game, once you get over the initial setup (which includes registering the serial number
at yuplay.com...) Awful voice acting, but everything else is excellent. The controls (once remapped to a controller) worked
great. Combat is exciting and challenging.. I can't differentiate between the Virtuallife and the Reallife. Now I'm broke, thanks
to this game
10/10
Would shake my money again!. This is a must-have game. I don't know if the developer(s) are MIA now or planning updates,
but this is a top-10 VR game, but pretty short. At $13 it's still a steal. I would gladly pay $30+ for more content. The potential
for multiplayer battles is HUGE. Love the graphics style and game play. Don't hesitate, buy this.

Disclaimer: I bought this myself, played a while ago, just now coming back to review.. add playstation controls to game would
be great. thank you
. We google play now?
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